General Scope of Work

BACKGROUND

Performing Arts Center (PAC)

The Performing Arts Center was built in 1981, with the Speech & Drama Addition added on in 2008. This stage curtains are in extremely worn condition and requires replacement. Specifications have been included in this scope of work, however the Contractor is responsible to field verify all specifications to ensure they are correct.

Contractor to provide labor, materials and supervision necessary to properly remove and dispose of existing stage curtains and all associated debris from the Performing Arts Center and provide labor, materials and supervision necessary to properly install new stage curtains.

WORK REQUIREMENTS

**Contractor must ensure stage curtains are on site and available for installation to accommodate the outlined installation schedule.**

There are two available options for completion of curtain installation:

- November 2 – 3, 2015; or
- November 16 – 18, 2015

All measurements of these areas are the responsibility of the contractor and should be confirmed at the job walk or at a time pre-arranged with the Director of Facilities Construction.

SPECIFICATIONS (To be field verified by Contractor):

Drape with Vertical Seams
Fabric: Velour 54 in IFR 20 oz., Black, Nap Down
24 feet high x 28 feet wide with 50% Fullness via box pleats, Unlined
Top: Webbing grommets & S-hooks 12 in. on center
Bottom: Chain hem lined 5 in.
Stage Right: Flat hem 2 in.
Stage Left: Flat hem 2 in.
Qty: 4

Specifications continued on page 2
SPECIFICATIONS continued (To be field verified by Contractor):

Drape with Vertical Seams
Fabric: Velour 54 in IFR 20 oz., Black, Nap Down
24 feet high x 10 feet wide with 50% Fullness via box pleats, Unlined
Top: Webbing grommets & S-hooks 12 in. on center
Bottom: Chain hem lined 5 in.
Stage Right: Flat hem 2 in.
Stage Left: Flat hem 2 in.
Qty: 4

Drape with Vertical Seams
Fabric: Velour 54 in IFR 20 oz., Black, Nap Down
8 feet high x 50 feet wide with 50% Fullness via box pleats, Unlined
Top: Hidden webbing grommets & ties (double grommet webbing) 12 in. on center
Bottom: Flat hem 4 in.
Stage Right: Flat hem 2 in.
Stage Left: Flat hem 2 in.
Qty: 3

INSTALLATION SPECIFICATIONS

- Level travelers to the deck.
- Use “white” tie tape on borders, not tie line.
- Replace hand lines for all 4 sets of travelers.

END OF SCOPE OF WORK